Summary of Sound Development in English
VERY EARLY
m
me
lemon
comb, calm
n
nap, knife
funny
sun, alone
h
hi, who
behind
w
wet, one
kiwi
how
p
pig
diaper
bop, cape
b
bed
cowboy, rabbit
cub

EARLY
y
yes
new year
t
toe
kitty
put, fight
d
dog
birthday
red
k
cat
broken
book
give
g
again
big
foot, photo
f
muffin
leaf, laugh
w-clusters
quack, swim, twist
equip, carwash
-

INTERMEDIATE
v
van
seven, Stephen
five, of
Hard there
th brother
breathe
like
l
belly
ball
sh
she, sure, chef
bushy, lotion, tissue
fish, brush
chair
ch
crunchy, itchy, statue
ouch, witch
jam, giraffe
j
magic, eject, gadget
age , fudge
l-clusters
blue, glue, fly, class
bubbly, snowflake
bagel, jiggle, milk

LATE
ing

finger, jungle
bang, tongue
Soft thanks, thumb
th bathtub, nothing
with, tooth
sad, circle, sword
s
messy, laces
face, bus
z
zoo, xylophone
easy, frozen
chose, buzz
run, ride
r
cherry, story
car, ear, hair
s-clusters bread, drop, frog, cry
angry, April,fire truck
shorts, horse, bears
r-clusters
train, grab, scream
children, forget, circus
girl, arm, barn, burp

Note that for most sounds various spellings are possible (e.g., the sound ‘f’can be spelled f, ff, gh, and ph).
Clusters are groups of consonants (e.g., star, cry, arm)

Difficulties that may impede sound development…
- No sound production due to lack of awareness of spoken language (deaf or hearing
impaired child, cognitive impairment).
- Immature or unusual sound production due to inadequate sound representation in
the brain (phonological impairment).
- No or poor sound production due to muscle weakness or lack of precision
(dysarthria).
- Central motor planning problem leading to difficulty in combining sounds
(apraxia).
- Problems in speech rhythm.
Examples of phonological processes (speech rules children apply unconsciously to
make word production simpler):
- Final consonant deletion: child omits the consonant found at the end of the word.
cup → “cu”
hat → “ha”
bag → “ba”
- Assimilation: child uses the same consonant throughout the word.
doggie → “goggie”
TV → “TT”
taking → “kaking”
- Fronting: child replaces k, g, and ng with t, d, and n respectively.
car → “tar”
garage → “darage”
hanger → “hanner”
- Weak syllable deletion: child drops unstressed syllables.
banana → “nana”
telephone → “tephone”
Nintendo → “tendo”
- Cluster reduction: child drops one or more consonants in a cluster.
tree → “tee”
blue → “bue”
star → “tar”
*Note that more than one process can be applied to the same word:
Cry → “ty” (cluster reduction and fronting)
Intelligibility rule of thumb for normally developing children:
At 25 mos: 50%
At 36 mos: 80% At 48 mos: 100%

How You Can Help your Child
1.
2.
3.

Always show your child you are listening to what s/he is saying (do not
focus solely on the form but also on the content).
Encourage good speaking habits such as slowing down, speaking
louder, and turning to the speaker.
Be patient – with brain maturity come better articulation skills unless
there is a medical to the child’s articulatory difficulties.

If a speech-language pathologist determines you should work on articulation
skills at home:
1. Work on one sound/target at a time even if two sounds/targets are to be
practiced at home (e.g., if your child says ga for cat, ask for ka or gat but not
cat even if k and final sound deletion are part of his/her goals).
2. Do not correct errors that are too advanced for your child based on the sound
development chart.

